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Beginning Beekeeping Series
Lesson 7: Managing Second Year Colonies & Beyond
Lesson 7 will cover one method of how to manage
second year honey bee colonies. The overall idea
is to “Divide to Maintain” colonies. We will also
discuss removing old comb and splitting colonies.

How it works: During the spring of the second
year, split the colony and add a new queen to the
divide. The colony with the old queen will be the
“Parent colony” and the colony with a new queen
will be the “Daughter colony.”

Divide to Maintain Model

In the summer of year 2, the parent colony will be
a honey-producing colony, while the daughter
colony will grow up (and may produce a some
honey too).

The “Divide to Maintain” model helps sustainably
maintain apiaries. The average bee loss per year
is 1/3 of colonies in winter. Dividing colonies will
help make up for winter loss so you wonʼt have to
purchase new bees every spring.
The Divide To Maintain model begins in year two,
when worker bees start to build queen cells. We
will assume that the 2-story colony survived its
first winter and is “brooding up” for spring.

The parent colony will probably not survive the
second winter. If it does, great! If not, you have a
daughter colony to keep the bees going in year 3.
In the spring of year 3, the daughter colony will
become the parent colony. Split the new parent
colony to create a new daughter colony.
The daughter colony can live in the hive from the
dead colony as long as there was no disease.
See Lesson 6 for a paragraph on cleaning up
equipment from dead colonies. Using drawn comb
will save the colony work in establishing the hive.
We love using all deep boxes because any box
from any hive can be a hive body or a honey
super.
Repeat divide to maintain process in future years.
See Diagram 2.
This process doubles the number of hives to
manage in summer to maintain the apiary, but
sustains colonies over many years, rather than
colonies dying after their second winter.

Figure 1. A successfully wintered, 2-story colony
with an insulated barn hive as a lid.
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Figure 3. Dark comb. You may be able to see Italy
in the comb as it was a frame of “Bee Art.”
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Plastic Foundation: To remove the old comb
from frames with plastic foundation, pop out the
old plastic foundation and discard it. Then replace
it with a new piece of plastic foundation.
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Wax Foundation or Foundationless: With wax
foundation or foundationless colonies, use a comb
knife to cut out the dark comb, replace foundation
and support (if using), and then reuse the frame.
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Figure 2. Divide to Maintain model

Removing old Comb

A note about using the dark wax: You can use
the dark wax for candles, etc., but there is
significantly more slum gum in dark comb than in
cappings wax. Cappings wax is the light wax you
scrape off the frame when extracting honey. See
Figure 4.
Weʼve seen methods to refine wax from dark
comb using water in the melted wax, but the

In year 3, beekeepers need to start culling the
dark comb from the hive. This will prevent several
honeybee diseases, including foulbrood. Old
beeswax is a repository for pesticide residue and
disease spores. Removing it will yield a healthier,
more productive colony.
Either remove 1/3 of the comb every year or all
the comb every 3-5 years. We remove 1/3 of our
comb every year. Choose the darkest comb to
eliminate. Dark comb has been through the most
brood cycles. See Figure 3.
It is okay to reuse the wooden frames, as the
disease and pesticide residues are stored mainly
in the wax.

Figure 4. Drawn comb filled with honey. Some of
the cells have been capped over with wax and
look white. This will become “Capplngs wax.”
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process is time- and labor-intensive and yields
dark wax. For us, itʼs better to save cappings wax
and use it for beeswax products. Itʼs much easier
to refine and much less messy (Think hardened
wax all over your stovetop). Candles, lip balm, etc.
made from cappings wax also look cleaner and
candles donʼt sputter as much. We use the
scraped dark wax in the compost pile in the
garden.

How to Divide a Colony
There are many ways to divide a colony
successfully. We will describe two of the simplest
methods.
Timing: Swarming is how bees naturally
reproduce. As beekeepers, we want to divide the
hive before it swarms in the spring because
dividing the colony is easier than catching
swarms. The best time to divide a hive is when
workers start to build queen cells.
Method 1: Using a Queen Excluder
This method requires a strong colony in 2 deep
boxes.
Materials:
Strong 2-story hive (includes bees, 1 bottom
board, 2 deep boxes with frames, and 1 lid)
1 Additional bottom board
1 Additional lid
1 Queen excluder, see Figure 5.
1 Queen bee, scheduled to arrive 4 day after
adding the queen excluder
A temporary apiary at least 3 miles away.
Process:
Four days before a new queen arrives, divide the
frames evenly between the boxes in the daylight.
Place the additional bottom board next to the 2story parent colony. Move the top box onto the
bottom board so you can work with both boxes
side by side. Rearrange the frames so each box
contains eggs, brood, workers, honey and pollen.
Place the queen excluder between the boxes and
put the hive stack back together.

Figure 5. Queen excluder
www.cornwallhoney.co.uk.
In 3 days, look for eggs. Eggs take 3 days to
hatch. After 3 days, one box will have eggs in it
and one will not. The box with the eggs has the
old queen bee because she will continue to lay.
The other is queenless.
When the queen arrives, install her in the egg-free
box. Putting a queen in a box that already has a
queen will be hazardous to her health and a waste
of money. The workers will kill her.
Install the queen and then move the daughter
colony 3 miles for 3 days. See below for how to
introduce the queen. See Lesson 4 for tips on
moving bees.
After 3 fly days, you can move the colony back to
the original apiary, if desired. Inspect both
colonies 5-7 days later for eggs and larvae.
Method 2: Without a Queen Excluder
This method requires a strong colony in 2 deep
boxes. It saves purchasing and storing a queen
excluder.
Materials:
Strong 2-story hive (includes bees, 1 bottom
board, 2 deep boxes with frames, and 1 lid)
1 Additional bottom board
1 Additional lid
1 Queen bee, scheduled to arrive 4 days after
making the split
A temporary apiary at least 3 miles away.
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Process:
Four days before a new queen arrives, divide the
frames evenly between the boxes just before dusk.
To do this, place the additional bottom board next
to the 2-story parent colony. Move the top box onto
the bottom board. Rearrange the frames so each
box contains eggs, brood, workers, honey and
pollen.

bees to get used to the new queen before she
emerges from her cage. Otherwise, they may kill
her. The candy plug should give them long enough
to adjust to her. *Be careful that she does not fly
away.

Place a lid on each box. These will be the two new
colonies, parent and daughter. After dark, move
one colony 3 miles away to a temporary apiary.
In 3 days, look for eggs in both hives. Eggs take 3
days to hatch. After 3 days, one box will have eggs
in it and one will not. The box with the eggs has
the old queen bee. The other is queenless.
Install the queen in the queenless box. You wonʼt
know which apiary the queenless hive will be in
until you inspect for eggs, 3 days after splitting.

Figure 6. Queen cage with marshmallow plug.
Photo from welloneofmyblogs.com.

After 3 fly days, you can move the colony back to
the original apiary, if desired. Inspect parent and
daughter colonies 5-7 days later for eggs and
larvae.
Bees can raise their own queen. If a queenless
colony has female eggs, worker bees can raise a
new queen. Worker bee eggs are all female and,
with the right nutrition, have the potential to
develop into a queen.
Having worker bees raise a queen takes about 4
weeks: 16 days for the queen to emerge, 1 week
to mate, and 1 week to start laying eggs. Once the
queen starts laying, it takes 21 days for new
worker bees to emerge.

Figure 6. Accepted queen bee. Can you see her?

Workers raising queens is a viable option, but the
colony will miss out on a renewed foraging
workforce for about 7 weeks.

After Dividing

Introducing the Queen

1. Check on bees and brood
2. Feed bees as needed
3. Provide room for expansion
4. Harvest honey above the second box
5. Prepare for winter (Lesson 6)

When introducing the new queen to the hive, use
the slow-release method with a candy plug
outlined in Lesson 4. It is important for the worker

Once the colonies are divided, manage them as
described in Lesson 5 and 6:
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